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48th review and positive.. Yeah, its not done yet.... but I still can play this any day. I didn't Expect much actually. But from the
moment I entered the Menu-Room I thought; this actually looks quite nice. When I looked around I saw your standard Weapons
that you get in most VR-Games nowadays. Bow and Gun. I was actually quite intriged by the sword and shield combo. And after
going through all the weapons I can definately say that its not just a bow or just sword or evan just 2 guns. Each weapon has its
own mechanic in offence and in defence. Not majorly complicated, but a good mix of offence and defence abilities. As your
shield can only absorb so much so you can't block every thing, you actually need to move some time. So yeah you need to evade
stuff, unless you kill them fast enough ofcorse. But I dare you to try... Its not that easy. But on the other hand you could use your
shieldhand to suck life out of your enemies with the help of a lazerbeam (don't forget this in the battle, It will litterally save your
life.) And the bow has blade in front so you can slice some enemies that come to close. Thats if you dont manage to shoot them
first. I suggest using your shield-field though. It will freeze all enemies close to you for 5 sec or so.

So yeah this game has the mechanics and the graphics, has different difficulties, and what I am really looking forward to when
its done is th coop mode. The enemies are really well made too. Personal fav is the succubi that you fight with in sword mode. ;)
You'll some space though... don't go punching your lights out. (literally did that)
It could use some more levels though. Considering its in early access game I am guessing they are working on that. And I am
also really interested in the new Weapon "Magic" thats supposed to implemented.
I hope to see you in the game some time soon.

And Vanimals, please continue to work on this game. A Storie mode would be awesome too
oh; one thing though... the shotgun is pretty much useless when an enemy is not like directly infront of you.
 has its perks some times... That moment when a deamon is directly in front of you and shouting in your face and you stick the
sawd off in that deamons face and full the trigger to see him fly away.... can be amusing. But Id like to actually do damage to
some thing, even when its 3m away from you.... There are so many bugs in here,it affect a lot of things for game !!!. Great story-
focused DLC that is well worth your time.. Do you remember Flappy Bird, this relaxing game? Check that badass!

Hardest game I've ever played! And you know what? That's great :D!. Great game if you like destruction and slow motion.
Found this game while looking for an exploration adventure FPS.
Played it several times over with 5 other friends.
Just loved the arm-swing locomotion(though there are some bugs).
Here's some things I'd like to see in future updates:
-- Less picking up objects from the floor(Such as ammo, health and whatnot)
-- Check points(It sucks to die so many times and hv to start all over again)
-- Multiplayer(Really looking foward to play PvP with this locomotion system)
-- Greater variety of enemies(Not enough enemies imo)
-- Greater variety of gameplay mechanics(puzzles, secrets, easter eggs, collectables and etc.)
-- More pockets(only 4 pockets doesn't give me enough inventory to work with)
-- More Guns(A whole lot more only found a couple, and with bad feed back))
-- Enemy dismemberment!
Will check later for updates...
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Others have described how random the battles are with outcomes being more about luck than the actual skills that you build.
You can easily wipe out one opponent at x level and then get stuck in an endless cycle of losing when you meet that same
opponent again. I spent two hours trying to beat a level 16 that I handily beat in a previous match. I am currently level 21.
Furthermore, as you progress, the battles get longer and longer. Despite the fact I am probably somewhere about midway
through the game, each major battle is taking somewhere between 15-20 minutes. Hence, when you lose, it quite sucks. Not to
mention that every time you lose, you have to battle "mirror" you--another tedious battle that takes around five minutes, but one
you are at least guaranteed to win. And, you have to win the battle with your mirror before you can reface the opponent you lost
to. I didn't rage quit this game after two hours of fighting the same battle over and over, but more like extreme annoyed quit.

Furthermore, some of the main reasons that I love rpg games are because of the stories and also exploration. I think there was a
story, but it's so thin that I don't remember what it was, and there is no exploration. You just move from battle to battle in a
sparse overworld and that's about it.. The fourth entry in this mostly mediocre series of casual point-and-click adventures is ...
mediocre. The artists did an especially good job in bringing the Ancient Egyptian setting to life, but unfortunately their excellent
work is wrapped around an insipid story with throwaway gameplay. There are very few hidden-object scenes and a handful of
boring puzzle mini-games. As with Demon Hunter 3, the script and voice acting are especially poor. The attempt by one actor at
mimicking an Arab accent (I think?) is almost insulting.

So, play this game if you're really into these kinds of drawings, but prepare to be bored.

I would like to thank the developer for supporting Linux!. Be warned, this game has absolutely nothing to do with
AutoRegressive Moving Average models.. A Geometry Wars clone with 'multiplayer' elements. Instead of gaining weapon
powerups you search for drone powerups that can attack your opponent('s shield). It's very simple, and not really deep. But
somewhat fun if you have a couple of minutes to spare.

[Rating: 65\/100]. Skip this one, it's awful.. I'll be honest, I had my doubts when seeing this type of game come out with so
many similar competitors lurking closeby. FPS games have got stale to me as of late; with all the militarized combat and
millenials screaming over XBL, this game has breathed some fresh air into an otherwise boring genre. As a lover of most
fantasy games (WoW, Zelda, Star Wars,etc.), this game grabbed a ton of elements from the world of magic and allowed me to
immerse myself in it while wrecking on the battlefield; very satisfying. If I had to make a suggestion for this game in it's early
stages, it would be that I would like to see an expansion of classes soon, a support/hybrid character would add a nice dynamic to
the roster.

Overpower has carved its own niche in an orignial third-person/fantasy-shooter. Iif you are looking to break the mold from the
huge studios that dictate what you shold play, I recommend this game.. Absolutely terrible quality technically.

Loved this game years ago but trying to play the version for MAC through steam is completely bug ridden

It crashes constantly or hangs without warning. Didn't even bother to supply the actual copy protection stuff for the original
version included. Ended up going to an old wiki forum to source it so I could at least play the game.

Tried to contact Steam and they take no responsibility as it was a third party who is responsible for the port.

Waste of time. I love it so far.
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